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	Following its tradition of promoting novel areas of scienti?c discourse, the Ernst Schering Research Foundation (ESRF) hosted this workshop on chronic viral and in?ammatory cardiomyopathy. In late October 2004, scientists from Canada, Germany, the Georgian Republic, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Israel, Sweden, and the United States ga- ered in Berlin to discuss their concepts, hypotheses, and latest ?ndings on myocarditis and cardiomyopathy. This expert meeting was held in cooperation with the German - search Foundation, which in the same year had supported transregional collaborative research activities entitled "In?ammatory Cardiomyo- thy - Molecular Pathogenesis and Therapy." Organizing the workshop, our efforts strove to render tighter the network between the distinct disciplines involved in cardiomyopathy - search, building bridges between its molecular, pathogenetic, diagnostic, and therapeutic determinants. It all began as a story of a neighborhood, and we would like to express our hope that this long-term project, which will require much and - tensive cooperative work among the participants, will evolve to become a story of a good neighborhood.
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The Crowded Hour: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American CenturyScribner, 2019

	A NEW YORK TIMES 100 NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2019 SELECTION

	

	The dramatic story of the most famous regiment in American history: the Rough Riders, a motley group of soldiers led by Theodore Roosevelt, whose daring exploits marked the beginning of American imperialism in the 20th century. 
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Mastering Embedded Linux ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create efficient and secure embedded devices using Linux
	
		Minimize project costs by using open source tools and programs
	
		Explore each component technology in depth, using sample implementations as a guide



	Book Description


	Mastering Embedded Linux...
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Early Diagnosis and Treatment of Endocrine Disorders (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2003

	Most endocrine diseases can be treated successfully, and the patient's state of well-being can usually be improved. Not surprisingly, the earlier the diagnosis is made the more positive the clinical response. Early Diagnosis and Treatment (~f Endocrine Disorders focuses on early signs and symptoms of endocrine disorders and surveys the...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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Su-un and His World of SymbolsAshgate, 2009
"Su-un and His World of Symbols" explores the image which Choe Che-u (Su-un), the founder of Donghak (Eastern Learning) Korea's first indigenous religion, had of himself as a religious leader and human being. Su-un gave his life so that he could share his symbols, his scriptures and the foundational principals of his religion with all...
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Analyzing Business Data with ExcelO'Reilly, 2006
As one of the most widely used desktop applications ever created, Excel is familiar to just about everyone with a computer and a keyboard.  Yet most of us don't know the full extent of what Excel can do, mostly because of its recent growth in power, versatility, and complexity.  The truth is that there are many ways Excel can...
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